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llALDANE N EWS

Results of the Ballot on Rule
Changes
70 ballot papers were returned out of a total of about 800.

1. A majority of those voting voted against a change of
name. (51 votes against and 19 votes for.)

2. A majority ofthose voting voted against the proposal to
hold AGM's in the north and the south in alternative
years. (57 votes against and 13 votes for.)

3. A majority of those voting voted in favour ofthe proposal
that branches should be permitted to submit resolutions
to theAGM. (58 votes for and 9 votes against.) The rules
will be amended accordingly.

4. A majority ofthose voting voted in favour of the proposal
that branch delegates should be entitled to vote at Ex-
ecutive Committee meetings (45 votes for and 22 votes
against.) The rules will be amended accordingly.

5. A majority of those voting voted against the proposal
that members of branches need not be members of the
Society. (60 votes against and 8 votes for).

6. A majority of those voting voted in favour of the proposal
that only branch rules relating to name, membership
and objects should be subject to approval by the Execu-
tive Committee (34 votes for and 32 votes against). The
rules will be amended accordingly.

Sub-Committees
BILL BOWRING has become convenor of the International
Sub-Commitee. EDMUND JANKOWSKI is now convenor
of the Housing Sub-Committee. They can be contacted at
the addresses given on the inside back cover ofSZ.

Manchester Branch
The Manchester Branch has elected the following persons
onto its committee; Convenor -Alison Cantor; Treasurer -
Robert Lizar; Delegate to NEC - Patrick Cassidy; Commit-
tee members - Christine Dawson, Sandra Lockwood,
Shokat Khan, Anthony Combes, Rhys Vaughan.

The Branch is interested in setting up sub-committees in
the following special interest groups; Women's Rights,
Young People and the Law, Immigration and Race, Housing
and Homelessness, Mental Health, Police Powers,
Sentencing Policy, Rights at Work, International. Ifyou are
interested in contributing to the Society's work in any of
these areas contact Alison Cantor at 97 Claude Road,
Manchester, M2l 2DE.

Executive Committee
The following will be members of the new E.C.; Bill
Bowring, Pam Brighton, Barbara Cohen, Issy Forshall,
Beverley Lang, Pat McCarthy, Jane Ramsey, Keir Starmer,
Jeremy Smith, Mark Studdert, Heather rWilliams. Further
members will be co-opted in due course.
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Sally Parsloe

Domestic Violence
Is it naive to expect protection for women from a white,
male, upper class system of justice? Those who have
observed the attitude ofjudges to domestic violence appli-
cations, or sought a co-ordinated procedure for this area,
must answer yes.

In all areas ofdispute litigation is a last resort. British
courts are antiquated, costly and obsessed with a sense of
their own importance. The legal system has deliberately set
itself above and beyond the reach of ordinary people. It
couches itself in a tradition and language which is impos-
sible for a lay person to use or understand. Nowhere is this
more damaging than in the arena of matrimonial disputes,
including domestic violence - a topic beset by disturbing
undertones.

Despite the stream of bruised, abused women passing
daily before the courts, the law has failed to address itself
in more than a piecemeal fashion to the issue of protection
for women from men in their own homes. A process which
could and should be fast, efficient and informal is bogged
down from beginning to end with unnecessary diffrculties.

Restricted Legal Aid
The f,rrst and ever increasing problem is the funding ofthe
application. Many women fall financially within the scope
of the Legal Aid Scheme. The solicitor consulted will
forward the legal aid papers to the area offrce with all due
haste, but must then wait for them to be allocated and
considered. The useful old procedure for applying over the
telephone before submitting the papers has now been mys-
teriously phased out in.most London areas for all but the
most exceptional cases. Now it is almost always necessary
to wait at least three days for the grant ofemergency legal
aid, usually longer.

5
..she is not treated as though she had
an enforceable right not to be abused

but rather as if her safety were
something to be granted or withheld

at the whim of the judge..
9

Another disturbing trend is the outright refusal of emer-
gency legal aid. Area 13 is throwing up a harrowing number
ofsuch cases. One in particular was refused on the basis
that the violence was such an everyday feature of the
woman's life that there was no special emergency. The
application was considered in the ordinary way but the
woman became disillusioned and failed to pursue her case.

Needless to say, reasons are becoming more illogical as
resources decrease. There is no point in haranguing a
humble area off,rce worker; they sound more and more
embarrassed every day. The most frustrating aspect for the
practitioner is that no policy alteration or code change is
ever released.

The strapped nature of legal aid, once the certifrcate is
granted means that the woman's solicitor is always rushed,
hay'rng little time to explain or encourage. She must give
explicit detail ofthe abuse she has suffered; when, where,
how and why. It is noticeable that within the Women'sAid
organisation places in refuges are NEVER allocated on the
basis ofthe extent or nature ofthe assault - a woman asking
for a place is never asked to show her bruises - in short her
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word is trusted. Sadly the courts are unable to extend to her
the same amount of credulity. The simple acceptance of
anyone's word in the civil courts is insufficient evidence
upon which to reach a decision; nevertheless a balance
should be struck in domestic violence cases between the
idea of accepting what the woman says and eliciting un-
pleasant and humiliating detail to support her case. Draft-
ing a woman's affidavit is a truly distasteful occupation.
The solicitor is constantly aware of the danger of the
evidence being too thin to warrant an injunction. This is
especially true where an ouster is requested. The law does
not require a particular level ofviolence before an ouster
can be granted: nevertheless in practice it will only be
granted on presentation of evidence of a fairly serious
attack.

One case in 1987 in the Family Division of the High Court
where the judge did not consider an ouster order to be
appropriate provides an example. The applicant had been
shaken a little and bitten by her husband. The judge
advised the woman to go backto her husband, but to acquire
a camp bed and sleep in the living room of their côuncil flat
until it had all'blown over'. This was a serious suggestion
made by a female judge to a humiliated, desperate woman,
who is fact went into hostel accommodation leaving her
husband in the one bedroomed flat. She was deemed
intentionally homeless and eventually returned to live with
her husband.

Jurisdiction
Domestic violence proceedings are made yet more alienat-
ing to the woman by her inability to understand the proce-
dures involved in her application. Explaining the present
system of jurisdiction to the applicant is impossible. She
must simply trust her solicitor.

Domestic violence procedure is long overdue for consoli-
dation. There is no good reason for the existence of the
differentjurisdictions available - the diversity creates only
difficulties. For example, why should it be that a power of
arrest is available to a cohabitee but not a girlfriend or ex-
girlfriend? Why should a wife not be able to exclude from
the vicinity of the matrimonial home? Domestic violence
proceedings need not be complex at all - consolidation could
be effected with ease and the anomaly of determining the
woman's route to protection by reference to her status to the
man could be avoided.

At the moment her solicitor must ask if she is a 'cohab-
itee'. This is not always as easy to determine as it sounds.
In one case in 1986 a woman whose partner had beaten her,
stubbed cigarettes out on her throat, stabbed her and swung
her through a plate glass window at midnight into her
bedroom was refused an injunction because she had applied
under the Domestic Violence and Matrimonial Proceedings
Act 7976 rather than in trespass and assult. The man
stayed mainly at her home, had a key, but had another
residence as well. In order to determine their status the
judge repeatedly asked the applicant ifshe and the respon-
dent had sexual intercourse - despite the fact that they had
children together. This occurred at a return day after a
differentjudge had originally granted the application on an
ex parte basis. The final straw was that counsel represent-
ing the woman was asked to see the judge in chambers just
before she left the building and the injunction was then
g¡anted. It transpired that the judge's clerk (a woman) had
retired with him into his chambers and had expressed
outrage (respectfully, of course). This had changed the
judge's mind.

Dangerous Presumptions

As well as the obstacles inherent in the legal aid and court
system, there are dangerous presumptions which restrict
the usefulness of the law in domestic violence cases. One

such presumption is that women do not deserve.protection.
The same problems which beset rape victims are applied to
the victims of domestic violence. This attitude is mani-
fested in a disapproval of a woman who has either put up
with violence for a long time or who, having'escaped', has
returned to the man. The women are expected to be

'sensible'or'rational' about their lives. No account is taken
offactors such as fear, loneliness, economic dependence or
most acutely, housing difflrculties. The woman's reaction to
violence is taken in isolation. Those hearing domestic
violence cases are, for example, all too often unaware of the
housing policies of the local authorities within the jurisdic-
tion of their courts. Any number of factors may have
affected the woman's ability to bring her application earlier,
or her decision to waive the terms of a previous order in her
favour, but in consequence she will be treated as silly and
will be frequently'told off in court. She is treated as if she
has only herself to blame. Already consumed with self-re-
crimination she leaves the court feeling more confused and
guilty.

Another damaging presumption is that the court is doing
the woman a favour by granting protection to her. She is not
treated as though she has an enforceable right not to be
abused but rather as if her safety were something to be
granted or witheld at the whim of the judge. In the major-
ity of cases the judge will be an elderly, upper class male.
Often a woman will be represented by women, and the scene
is'set for a female group to traipse hopefully and respect-
full¡r into a male domain to crave protection, thereby rein-
forcing the myth of female dependence and male power.

Blaming the Victims
Whenever male violence to women is in issue there are
always excuses ready to divert blame onto the victims and
away from the male orientation of society. Offenders are
portrayed as'abnormal','not one ofus'. Compliance is never
admitted; there is no need to re-examine basic structures
because no one can predict or prevent the surprise attack in
the back alley by a stranger. All woman can do is stay at
home and observe the curfew. With domestic violence this
excuse founders. The judiciary is presented daily with
individual women in danger ofviolence which is predictable
and preventable, yet disapproval is still visited on the
woman when her rights should be and could be unquestion-
ingly protected.

Much criticism is levelled at the police for their failure to
enforce criminal sanctions against perpetrators of domestic
violence. It is true that the police response to domestic
violence is poor - but it is no poorer than the response ofthe
civil courts, and seen in conjunction with the attitude ofthe
civil courts it is no wonder that the police accord this topic
so little importance. However one must also accept that to
prosecute a criminal case without the main prosecution
witness is an off-putting task and all too often the women do
fail to help with a prosecution. Often the reason for the
womân seeking a civil remedy is that she does not want the
man to go to prison, and she is surprised that the ultimate
civil sanction is imprisonment for contempt of court upon
breach ofthe order.

Demands for Reform
A frequent bone of contention amongst those concerned
with domestic violence is the leniency with which those
found to be in breach ofinjunctions are treated. However
the use of imprisonment should raise fundamental doubts.
In the present atmosphere of erosion of civil liberties, many
lawyers feel that it is theirjob to keep people out ofprison
rather than to put them in. The need to demand longer
seritences for breach of injunctions is an example of a civil
liberties issue turned upon itself. Instead of this the
demand should be for a total overhaul ofthe procedure and

attitude towards domestic violence. The law has failed to
provide women with a coherent structure of protection and
the requirement for longer or more sentences is an unde-
sireable last resort. Having said that a heavy sanction
should be available if necessary. Statistics show that in
London sentences for breach ofan injunction rarely exceed
seven days' imprisonment for a first breach, and more
usually involve a verbal warning from thejudge. In cases
where a woman needs real teeth from the civil law she is
stuck. One woman in a North London Refuge found herself
in this position. Her boyfriend was a club owner whose club
was used for police parties and evening drinks. The police
failed to protect her from this man's violence and she was
left with only the civil law as protection. When her solicitor
explained to her the limitations on that protection she chose
instead to leave her flat in London and her job and all her
friends and to move to another part of England where she
knew no-one, to start all over again.

The facts remain that most women who apply for non-
molestation orders get them but this masks the knock-on
effect of the unsympathetic treatment handed out in the
process. The effect ofthe latter is that only the strongest or
most desperate women have the courage to make an appli-
cation in the frrst place. Ifthe courts facilitated an acces-
sible and encouraging procedure for protection it would
present a clear statement to men and women alike that
domestic violence will not be tolerated. The fact that
obtaining the injunction is a trauma itself perpetuates the
fantasy that male violence is acceptable. The demand for
long sentences for breaches is a red herring. The demand
must be for judges to realise that it is not within their
discretion to give out protection but that it is an obligation
which must be fulfrlled.
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Marina Wheeler

Tory Hypocrisy
and The Unions:
The Employment
Bill
The Employment Bill is remarkable for the blatantly false
images of trade unionism it promotes. It portrays corrupt
and tyrannical union leaders abusing the loyalty of a mod-
erate membership and riding roughshod over their inter-
ests.

The government's objective in promotingthe BilÌ is alleg-
edly to 'give the unions back to their members'. The
provisions themselves tell a different story. Thinly veiled is
the aim of undermining the collective strength of unions
and thereby their ability to protect the interests ofworking
people.

5
The second wave...went onto the attack

with the aim of tying up the NUM with its
own rules...David (Hart) called the

tactics...the Gulliver concept...because
each..of the..actions tied another tiny

legal rope around the NUM until it woke

. 
up one day and couldn't morve' g

Sir lan McGregÌ;r on the 1984-5 NUM
lítigation.

Propaganda Blunder
Clause 1 attempts to redress a major propaganda blunder
committed in the earlier Tþade UnionAct 1984. Pre-strike
ballots, according to the Tories, were the democratic right of
all union members. Under the 1984 Act however, the sole
benefrciaries of this right were the employers who alone had
the right to complain of a failure to ballot. Clause 1

belatedly extends the right, enabling the aggrieved mem-
ber, as well as the employer, to enforce it.

This suits the bosses since one major lesson ofthe miners'
strike was that no anti-union propaganda can equal that of
a union being sued by its own members. The National Coal
Board did not itself take action against the NUM for fear of
provoking sympathy for the union. Instead it encouraged
and helped dissident members to do so.

Sir Ian McGregor in his book 'The Enemies Within'freely
confessed to this cynical manipulation; an agent, David
Hart, was used to 'organise' the dissident members and
institute 'waves' of legal proceedings:

'The second wave which started as David got busy in
July went onto the attack with the aim of tying up the
NUM with its own rules and limiting the power of
Scargill and his like-minded officials to take action.
David called the tactics behind the second wave of
actions the Gulliver Concept...because each one ofthe
'many actions tied another tiny legal rope around the
NUM until it woke up one day and couldn't move'.t

It is worth noting that although the proper plaintiff has
been identifred, the employer retains a remedy. In the event
of there being no dissident member open to manipulation
the employer can thus continue the crusade.
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Pre-strike ballots are now almost routine practice, how-
ever democracy does not necessarily require them. It is le-
gitimate for members to elect executive offlicers entrusted
with decisions such as whether to call industrial action. De-
mocracy does not require a referendum in relation to every
decision. On a national scale, governments are elected to
govern and are not obliged to conduct a referendum before
committing the country to war - as for example in the
Falkland Islands in 1982.

Democratic Absurdity
The insistence on pre-strike ballots is rendered absurd by
clause 3 whereby those refusing to join industrial action
supported by a ballot are protected against being disci-
plined by the union. If the will of the majority is not to bind
the minority it is difficult to see the purpose in compelling
the holding of a ballot. The answer is that the government's
real concern is to encourage disunity and weaken collective
action.

It is crucial to remember that the power relationship be-
tween employer and employee rests, on the employee's side,
on the ability to withdraw his or her labour. Effective action
must be collective action. If a union lacks solidarity
amongst its members it is powerless against an employer. A
trade union has no strength but solidarity. There are simply
no other weapons in the armoury. Clause 3, which prevents
the union enforcing solidarity, therefore strikes at the very
heart of trade unionism.

The government, in its earlier Green Paper2, outlines
what is sees as the dilemma facing a member called to take
industrial action -

'either to follow the union down a path leading to a
reduction in income or maybe the loss of his job or to
carry on working and face disciplinary action by his
union'.3

What this equation overlooks is the reasons behind the
calling of industrial action; most often a 'take or leave it'
announcement ofa reduction in pay, a lengthening ofhours
or a worsening ofconditions. It is acceptance or rejection of
this which is the real choice facing the workforce. The frght
is unequal.

Couldn't give a )OOO(

Of this there is no better example than the News Interna-
tional dispute at Wapping. The employer was able to ignore
a ballot which was overwhelmingly in favour of industrial
action and which condemned unanimously the unilateral
changes in working practices. Having torn up every collec-
tive agreement in force, the Murdoch companies engineered
a dispute and dismissed nearly 6,000 workers. Within the
law it therefore avoided paying a single penny in compensa-
tion.

The Closed Shop

Also under threat is the closed shop. The collective strength
ofworkers often needs the underpinning ofa closed shop to
have any chance of matching the frnancial power of an
employer. The presence of non-unionists among the
workforce is by definition divisive.

Article 11(1) of the European Convention on Human
Rights provides that:-

'Everyone has the right to form andjoin trade unions
for the protection ofhis interests'.

The claim that the right to associate implies a corre-
sponding right to dissociate, i.e. to refuse tojoin a union, has
gained some illegitimate currency in recent years. This is
largely due to government propaganda and the decision in
Young, James andWebster u. UI(which has been described
by the late Professor Kahn-Freud as an example of 'shallow
legalism'. Freedom to associate must include defence of the
right not to work with non-unionistÀ for otherwise the right

itself would be illusory. Furthermore an effective system of
collective bargaining may require full or almost full union
membership. This government has long since abandoned
the policy of encouraging free collective bargaining in fa-
vour ofa straightforward attack on union power.

The 1980 and 1982 Employment Acts were designed to
thwart closed shop agreements by requiring 807o ofthose
entitled to vote, or 8õVo of those voting, to support it in a
ballot. But a government can be elected on only 34Vo of tli'e
popular vote.

Experience shows that the closed shop has not been
stamped out. In early 1987 3 million workers were still
covered by closed shop agreements. The government's
response: to step up its assault by the enactment ofclauses
10 and 11. Industrial action taken to enforce a closed shop
agreement is to be unlawful, even where the closed shop is
approved, i.e. it has the ballotted support ofover 80Vo ofttre
workforce. In the Green Paper the government attempts, in
vain, to justify this position:

'It mightbe felt thatwhere the wishes ofthe workforce
have been so overwhelmingly expressed, it is reason-
able to allow those employees the right to enforce the
agreement through industrial action against their
employers.
'An alternative view is that it is wrong in any circum-
stances to give immunity to industrial action de-
signed to force the hand of an employer who may be
inclined to refuse to introduce a closed shop agree-
ment.... Since the ballotfromwhich approval derives
does not test the view ofthe employer he should not be
denied redress if pressured to comply'.5

The government's professed concern is with the welfare of
non-unionist workers, yet they are given no rights under
this clause. It is the employers' interests with which the
government are solely concerned.

Unfair Dismissal

Under clause 11 all dismissals for non-union membership
are to be unfair regardless of ballotted approval of a closed
shop. The ballot provisions arejettisoned.

Absurdly fJndemocratic
A common theme throughout the Bill is the government's
contempt for union autonomy. Many provisions freely
override internal union structures and disregard the safe-
guards and remedies which union rulebooks provide.
Clauses 6, 8 and 9, for example, described in the Green
Paper as provisions to'control and safeguard union funds',
are unnecessary. Effective remedies already exist both at
common law and under union rulebooks. The inclusion of
these clauses can only be seerl as pure propaganda, de-
signed to foster the image of law-breaking union leaders,
contemptuous of the union's accumulated assets and the
rights of members.

Clause 9 does not change the law at all. In Taylor u
Nøtional Union of Mineworhers (Derbysh,ire Area)6 thelaw
on misapplication of union funds was extensively reviewed.
Whenever money is spent on a purpose ultra vires the rules
an individual member can restrain it. Any'unlawful pur-
poses'will be ultra vires. The Green Paper indeed recog-
nises that the statutory clause 9 remedy for misapplication
of funds would 'reflect existing relief under the general
law'.7

The same applies to clause 6. The Tfade Union and
Labour Relations Act 7974 required unions to provide
members with audited accounts. The obligation under
clause 6 to maintain records for 5 years and supply copies on
request will impose a considerable administrative burden
not justifred by any evidence of need. The absence of a
requirement of confidentiality and good faith is also of
concern. This provision is clearly open to abuse.

Clause 8 outlaws union indemnities to members or offi-
cials in respect of flrnes or damages butTaylor u. NUM made
clear that indemniflrcation is always open to challenge.
There seems to be nothing irregular about a rule which
sanctions indemnifrcation. Tþade Union officials are re-
quired to carry out the collective decisions oftheir union. If
an officer organises a strike, acting in good faith and under
instruction, which is subsequently found to be unlawful and
he is personally sued, it is not wrong that the union should
indemnify him or her.
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Stifling Union Democracy

Grouped together in the Green Paper under the sub-head-
ing'Extension of Democracy in Thade Unions', clauses 12 to
15 are founded on simple prejudice. They provide for
compulsory frve yearly election of all executive members,
whethe? voting.or not; for compulsory postal ballots and
independent scrutiny öf electors.

The implicit assum¡ilion is that trade union balloting is
prima facie corrupt and union oflicials are generally in
office as a result of malpractice or manipulation. There is
no substance to this premise as the Green Paper obliquely
admits:

'There is as yet no evidence to suggest that gross mal-
practice is at all common place';
'...irregularities occurred at eight ofthe branches con-
sidered';
'In neither case were claims of widespread ballot
rigging upheld'.8

The'irregularities at eight branches' occurred during the
election of Ron Todd as TGWU General Secretary in 1984
(the 8 branches being out of a total of 8,500). The union
initiated an independent inquiry into the election and Ron
Todd himself insisted on a fresh poll which he won convinc-
ingly. Independent scrutiny, provided for by clause 15, is in
fact carried out by many unions. But it should not be
imposed by statute.

One cannot overlook the hypocrisy behind these provi-
sions when one considers the undemocratic structure of thè
Conservative Party. There is no question ofpostal balloting
for national leadership posts, since no elections are held.
The National Conference is stage managed, lacks policy
making powers and the party has recently proposed that
the right to reply in debate be withdrawn. LordYoung, the
former Employment Secretary, is not even an elected
member of parliament and owes his position to a system of
undemocratic patronage in the Tory party and government.

The State Union Basher

Most ominous of all is the creation (by clauses 19-22) of the
'Commissioner for Tïade Union Affairs' - with a duty to
support and fund anti-union litigation. Union members

þ

f.n Þ¡l¡ urr
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seeking to sue their unions are already given.every encour-
agement from coupts, legal aid authorities, employers and
press. The case of dissident NUM members has already
been noted. To the extent that legal aid was granted to these
parties (as it frequently was) the employer received a
hidden state subsidy. Now it is proposed tha,t instead of
manipulation by private, shadowy operators - which meant
concealment of the driving forces behind the litigation -
there is to be an open offensive against unions using the
resources ofthe state to subsidise the employer's side in an
industrial dispute. The'Gulliver Concept' immortalisedby
Sir Ian McGregor, is to be made offrcial with a civil servant
playing the role of øgent prouocateur.

At a time when substantial cuts have been made in the
availability of legal aid generally, the prospect of using
taxpayers' money to create a special class of uniquely
privileged litigant is particularly alarming. The creation of
the Commissioner will further increase the disparity in the
level oflegal services available to those wishing to sue their
employer and those wishing to sue their union. Employees
claiming unfair dismissal cannot get legal aid, and indeed
at one time the government proposed to charge a f.25.00
deposit for the privilege. For those suing their union not
only is legal aid to be available but also the services of a
specially appointed governmeñt offrcial. To encourage
litigation against a particular class in society by means of
state handouts is breathtakingly irresponsible. This pro-
posal should be vehemently opposed - as should the Bill as
a whole.

References
l. The Enernies Within, by Sir Ian McGregor, at page 224.
2. Tløde Unions ønd their Members,1987 Cmnd. 95.
3. paragraph 2.11
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Adrian Fulford

Clause 28:
Misinformation
and
Discrimination
During the debates on clause 28 of the Local Government
Bill, both inside and outside Parliament, the government
has consistently claimed that this piece of legislation is not
intended to be an attack on literature or the arts. Just how
hollow that reassurance was has been shown by recent
events in Haringey. Acommunity bookshop called'Reading
Matters', set up seven years ago with the help of a gÏant
from the Greater LondonArtsAssociation, is now faced with
closure. The conservatives in Haringey have lodged a
motion demanding the termination of a f25,000 council
grant to the bookshop. The reason is that 57a ofthe stock
consists ofgay frction. This bookshop Ì¡/as set up expressly
to meet a need in the area for non-sexist and non-racist
books and without this grant will undoubtedly close.
Haringey's Lesbian and Gay Unit is also under attack in the
same way from the conservatives in the borough,

Dangerous Imprecision
These sort of attacks are likely to become commonplace if
clause 28 becomes law. Its dangerously imprecise wording
leaves it open to wide interpretation. It provides as fol-
lows:-

'A local authority shøIl not

(1)(a) promote homosexuality or publish material for the
promotion of homosexuølity

(b) promote the teaching in any maintained school of the
acceptability of homosexuality as a pretended fømily
reløtion by the publication of such møterial or other-
wise

(c) give finønciøI or other øssistance to any person for
either of the purposes reþned, to in paragraphs (a)
and (b) aboue

(2) Nothing in subsection (1) aboue shall be tøken to pro-
hibit the doing of anything for the purpose oftreøting
or preuenting the spread of disease.'

The words which have caused the most concern are
'promote' and'acceptability'. The Bill provides no clariflica-
tion as to how these words should be interpreted, and so the
natural and ordinary meaning must be looked at. It is worth
considering this in relation to each of the two words.

tPromotet

The Oxford English Dictionary gives the following various
suggestions: 'move forward', 'advance', 'to further', and
'encourage'. Taking any of these meanings, the question
remains where the line is to be drawn between the promo-
tion of homosexuality and sensible, informative discussion
ofthe subject. To predict where the line will be drawn would
be foolhardy. Taking the most pessimistic view, it could be
argued that anything which does not condemn or at least
criticise homosexuality, promotes it. Ifthat argument were
accepted, a few novels on the shelves of 'Reading Matters'
which are about homosexuality but do not criticise or
condemn it, could lead to the withdrawal of the grant.

'Acceptability'
The argument against the use of this word in legislation of
this kind has already been made by the government itself a
year ago when a similar Bill was introduced in the Lords by
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the Earl of Halsbury. At that stage Lord Skelmersdale, for
the government, opposed the proposal in the following way.
Firstly he recognised that the word'acceptability'was one
which is open to highly subjective interpretation. Secondly
he stated that:-

'the government have made it clear that any teaching
about homosexuality must never, in any sense, advo-
cate or encourage it as a normal form ofrelationship.
To do so would be educationalÌy and morally indefen-
sible. I appreciate that the noble Earl's Bill seeks to
prevent such abuses. I fear, however, that the distinc-
tion between these, and what I have described as
proper teaching about homosexuality, cannot be
drawn sufficiently clearly in legislation to avoid
harmful misinterpretation. That is a rish we ca.nnot
afford to tahe (ottr emphasis)'.

It goes without saying that we have not been told why the
objectionable words are now no longer susceptible to'harm-
ful misinterpretation'.

The NCCL have drawn up a list of long standing local
authority activities and responsibilities which would or
could fall foul ofthis section. It makes depressing reading:-
. provision ofjoint tenancies for homosexual cou$les
. provision of shared accommodation for homeless homo-

sexuals
. sponsorship ofadult education classes or any class which

refers to homosexuality e.g. literature courses
. provision of grants to students and student bodies in

higher education for lesbian and gay societies
. stocking and display in public libraries of books and

periodicals written for and by homosexuals, or any lit-
erature which refers to homosexuality in other than
hostile terms

. provision of music and entertainment licenses for prem-
ises which cater specifically for homosexuals

. hiring out of premises for meetings by homosexual or-
ganisations àird selfhelp groups

. financial support fot'gay and lesbian centres

. grants for telephone help lines providing advice and in-
formation for homosexuals

o grants for theatre or entertainment groups for other cul-
tural activities which set out to express or reflect homo-
sexual themes

. financial support for the setting up ofbusinesses specifi-
cally catering for homosexuals

This list demonstrates what could be swept away by
clause 28 if it becomes law, and the extent to which the
fragile gains made by lesbian and gay rights movements are
at risk. When considering grant applications a local author-
ity will have to investigate the 'homosexual factor'and
positively discriminate against about lÙVo of the popula-
tion.

Courtroom lottery
It remains to be seen what problems social workers may
have in advising clients uncertain oftheir sexual orienta-
tion; courts in granting custody to lesbian and gay parents,
and teachers in dealing with homosexuality in the class-
room. We will simply have to wait and see how the courts
interpret the words'promote' and'acceptability', and the
rest ofthe section, before we can say who will be affected and
how

Clause 28 is rooted in misinformation, much of which has
been provided by the popular prêss and certain prominent
pubJic figures in the Tory party. It is based on a wholly false
conc'eption of lesbians and gay men; of the activities of local
authorities; ofteaching practices in classrooms; and ofthe
way bookshops maintain a balanced stock. It may do great
damages to the lives of many gay men, lesbians and those
who feel uncertain about their sexuality. It is a charter for
discrimination and should be strenuously opposed.

I

Kate Marcus ciency and improved services. If one agency wins a contract
to provide welfare rights advice in a particular area (which
could be the size ofa London borough or ofa whole LegalAid
Area), many clients will have to travel long distances to
reach it. By the nature ofthe problem upon which thpy are
seeking advice, they are likely to be very poor and often
unable even to afford the bus fare. So they will simply forego
their advice. If a legal aid solicitor is using the Green Form
to advise a womanon a divorce settlement, that solicitorwill
not be able to provide the woman with advice as to her
welfare benefrts consequent upon the settlement. She will
have to make a separate visit to the contracting agency.

An agency which has won a contract to provide housing
advice may advise that litigation is necessary and refer the
client to a legal aid solicitor for these purposes. How does
the solicitor make initial enquiries as to the facts and merits
of the client's case, and gather suffrcient information to
complete a legal aid application? There will be no Green
Form to pay for it. Either the solicitor has to do the work
free, or turn the client away. At a time when more and more
solicitors are reducing their legal aid work for economic
reasons, the consequences of this development will be
serious indeed.

Not only will clients have to travel further and more
frequently for advice, but they will lose the right to choose
the most appropriate source ofhelp from a range ofagen-
cies. There is a great deal offlexibility in existing advice
provision which allows for a wide range of methods to be
applied to problems. One type of housing problem may be
solved best by a CAB, another by a law centre and yet
another by a solicitor in private practice. Current arrange-
ments allow agencies to interlink and ensure that the client
receives the most appropriate service. Under the proposed
arrangements for competitive tendering, this ryould no
longer be possible.

Underfunding
Nor can the proposals work frnancially. Advice and law
centres are already grossly underfunded and unable to
meet the growing demands made on them. The new legis-
lation is certain to create gfeater demands. Private prac-
tices are frnding legal aid practice less viable and withdraw-
ing from such work. Currently f2.6 million is spent on
housing advice under the Green Form Scheme. Alot more
uncosted housing advice is provided. With the growing
frnancial problems of local authorities, which provide the
large majority of law and advice centre funding, centres
around the country are being cut and will not be able to
provide so much of this advice. The money currently spent
on Green Form housing advice could not make up for these
cuts. And f,2.6 million, spread around the country, would
provide pitiful resources for advice and law centres to take
over the Green Form housing work from private practice.

What is the result of this? First, law and advice centres,
which the government has indicated would be expected to
tender for the contracts, will find their capacities so reduced
by local authority cuts that they could not afford to put
forward bids that could compete with private practice,

5
Public services should not be delivered

according to the demands of
competition and market forces.

9
Second, local authorities are likely to demand of law and

advice centres that they participate in tendering as a
condition ofgrant. They are also likely to reduce the local
authority grant by the amount won by an agency from the
LegalAid Board. Some local authorities have already said
as much. So, for no overall increase in income, those
agencies winning the contract will not only have to main-
tain existing advice services but also provide all the advice

Legal Services:
Fighting Over
Crumbs
Recent editions of SZ, the Haldane Society's,Ezr.plqyment
Løut Bulletin, and the programme of public meetings,
have given critical analyses of many aspects of the
government's current legislative programme and its effects
on the rights of working class people and on democratic
structures. Amongst the general public and the media,
there is a growing awareness of the horrors contained in
this legislatioh. Coupled with the implementation of other
government policies - the recent budget, the poverty ofthe
NHS, the further privatisation of industry and the pro-
gramme for the inner cities - the prospects for most people's
quality oflife are bleak.

Legal services have never commanded much public or
media attention. But the govetnment's plans for legal
services, as adumbrated in the LegalAid Bill, ht neatly into
their overall programme and will restrict the ability of
people to defend their rights against the current onslaught.

Cuts in Public Spending

The Legal Aid BiIl is merely an enabling Bill, vesting huge
and largely unaccountable powers in the Lord Chancellor.
Its objectives and likely impact can be more accurately
gleaned from the preceding LegalAid Scrutiny Report, the
White Paper and various speeches by government spokes-
persons both in and out of Parliament. The main objective
appears to be cuts in public spending on legal serwices. The
major effects will be cuts in the services themselves, reduc-
tion in the quality ofservice, loss ofchoice and flexibility in
the services, increased central control, unplanned, irra-
tional and sporadic development and a consequent blow to
public confrdence in public provision. All of this will, of
course, hit the poorest hardest.

Law centres are gravely concerned about the overall
effect of the government's policies and legislative pro-
gramme on their clients. There will be a greatly increased
demand for advice and resources to inform about and
defend rights. The Legal Aid Bill's provisions for the
restriction of civil legal aid are particularly serious in this
context. But one of the most worrying aspects of this Bill is
the provision to exclude entirely certain subjects and geo-
graphical areas from the Legal Advice and Assistance
Scheme (currently provided through the Green Form
Scheme).

Contracts to Provide Advice
The intention of the government has been made clear.
Housing and welfare rights advice would no longer be pro-
vided by means of the Green Form Scheme. Instead, the
money from that Scheme would be used to pay for advice
and assistance in those areas by means ofcontracts. Other
areas of advice would probably follow in similar transfers.
It appears that agencies (private solicitors or consortia of
solicitors frrms, CABx, law centres, advice centres, building
societies, or any one else who wishes to participate) would
be invited to tender for the contracts. The winner ofthe
award wouÌd then have sole right to provide advice and
assistance in the stated area using funds provided via the
new Legal Aid Board. These proposals are both ill-thought
out and politically objectionable.

They are ill-thought out because it is clear that they
cannot achieve the government's sfated aim of both effi-

previously provided under the Green Form Scheme in the
relevant areâ. In order to avoid such work pressures,
agencies may form consortia to bid for the contracts. The
work is then spread around a number of agencies in the
area, but of course so is the money.

Third, private practitioners are likely to be tempted to bid
for housing work because it will attract clients who are
eligible for full civil legal aid. In some areas, solicitors' frrms
are planning to form consortia to do this. Apart from a few
conscientious solicitors, it is probable that these consortia
will put forward bids on the basis ofthe minimum provision
that they can get away with at an acceptable price. Welfare
law will not be as attractive a proposition to private firms,
since generally it does not lead to legal aid litigation.
Expertise in welfare laq so important in giving advice in
relation to many other problems (employment, housing,
matrimonial) will be lost to private practitioners and their
clients.

Political Objeetions
Here lies one of the main political objections to these
proposals. Public services should not be delivered according
to the demands of competition and market forces. Private
practice legal services have developed expertise in those
matters where money can be made - property, probate,
commercial, personal injuries. The result is that legal
services, even where provided through the Legal Aid
Scheme, are not primarily directed to the needs ofthe poor.
Community based law and advice centres grew up to meet
the needs ofthese people and are motivated towards provid-
ing services according to demand rather than because of
external economic factors. Lawyers and other professional
advisers in these agencies have developed expertise in the
areas most affecting the poor - welfare rights, housing,
employment, immigration, education. They have also
developed new methods of serVice provision, suited to the
needs of their clients and to uncovering unmet and some-
times unrecognised need. The proposals for tendering for
legal advice and assistance will shift the nature of the
services to operating accordingly to frnancial criteria, with
no apparent safeguards as to quality control. This is most
unlikely to ensure that the services meet the real needs of
the poor.

Despite the wholly unsatisfactory nature of the
government's proposals for legal advice and assistance,
financial exigencies may cause many solicitors and
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agencies to participate in the schemes. Those that do so will
frnd that they are in a cut-throat business, competing
against each other for scant funds to the extent that many
may be squeezed out altogether. It is this realisation that
has brought together an unlikely alliance consisting ofthe
Advice Services Alliance, comprising the Law Centres
Federation, the National Association of Citizens Advice
Bureaux, the Federation of Independent Advice Centres,
the Law Society, the Legal Aid Practitioners Group, the
National Consumer Council, and the LegalAction Group -
united in opposition to the plans.

Determined not to be divided, the Advice Services Alli-
ance and its constituent members are preparing to urge the
Legal Aid board to examine, rationalise and develop exist-
ing legal advice provision - not as proposed in the Bill, but
by publicly accountable planning ofthe resources already
available in each locality, expanding provision where neces-
sary to ensure efficient use ofresources and to ensure that
needs are met.
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Nick Blake

The Birmingham
Six Verdict and the
Llnresolved Legal
Issues

5
...there may yet be an opportunity
to emphasise the importance of

the jury as a fact finding tribunal
in criminal cases

9
In Stafford and Luuøglio the House of Lords clouded the

issue and determined that it was possible for the Court to
ask the question'do I have a doubt', rather than'would a
jury have a doubt'. Of if,self, this is not necessarily heretical.
If the court thought that altogether there was insuflicient
evidence to convic f such a quality
that they did not safe, they could
quash it on the gr The Court was
thusalongstoPfor nodoubtbutthe
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The dismissal of the appeals of the Birmingham Six in
January 1988 raises onçe more the nature ofthe function of
the Court ofAppeal in fresh evidence cases. It is not a
subject prominent in the literature of criminal appeals.
Nearly all the difficult and controversial decisions since the
Lords decided Stafford ønd Luuagliol in 1974 are unre-
ported. Criminal appeals, turning solely on issues of fact
seem peculiarly vulnerable to being lost in the vast ocean of
transcripts in some impenetrable þart of the Royal Courts
ofJustice. The folk memory of disappointing decisions lives
on principally in the memory of those particularly involved
in individual cases. fn Cooper and, MacMøhon2 the Court
ofAppeal three times asserted its lack of doubt in the face
of crown evidence rendered most dubious, before the Home
Secretary cut the Gordian knot ofconstitutional propriety
and simply released the men. The appeal ofthe four persons
convicted of the Guildford pub bombings has led to similar
and continuing disquiet. The authentic confessions to the
crimes by the 'Balcombe Street Four'was not enough to
create doubt about the guilt ofthose originally convicted.

Function of the Court of Appeal

The legal question is precisely whether the court's function
is to determine guilt for itselfor leave assessment offacts for
a jury. Since 1964 it has been possible for the Court of
Appeal, when allowing an appeal by way of fresh evidence
alone, to order a re-trial. This power was used frequently
from 1964 to 7974. Essentially the court would scrutinise
closely whether the evidence was really fresh, or, if it was
not, whether the interests ofjustice required its reception.
Ifit passed this testthenthe questions were simplywhether
it was capable of belief and if so might it have made a
difference to a jury's verdict. If so the conviction should be
quashed, and ifpractical a re-trial ordered so thejury could
determine whether or not they accepted the fresh evidence
and what weight they gave to it. If a re-trial was not a
practicality, then the conviction was quashed outright. The
Appellants were not put to any higher test. The courts were
scrupulous in recognising that the proper constitutional
forum for asking the question'do I believe this witness'was
thejury and not the Court.

/^4

Court did. But what about the old approach? The House of
Lords thought that questions of approach were not ques-
tions oflaw, and left the Court ofAppeal to decide for itself
what test to adopt. It was the implications of this ruling that
led to a savage criticism by Lord Devlin in'The Judge'. The
House seemed to be encouraging the Court to usurp the
function of the jury. Whilst in a few fresh evidence cases the
new material would be manifestly credible and decisive (in
which case the Crown would be virtually conceding the
appeal), the great majority would not be so clear cut. Was
the Appellant in these casqs to be subjected to a trial by
Court of Appeal with the evidence comprising part tran-
script and part live witnesses?

An Unfettered Discretion
The Court seems to have regarded' Stafford as giving them
an unfettered discretion as to their function. Sometimes
they could remit the case for a re-trial, without any com-
ment on the facts; at others they would indulge in the most
minute examination of contradictions and inconsistencies
in a witness' account, and decide the outcome on their
impression of a witn criteria that led
to the adoption of than another?
Moreover there was for the Court. If
a re-trial could only follow the quashing ofa conviction, then
the question ofwhether or not there was a re-trial could not
determine the jurisdictional question ofwhether the convic-
tion was unsafe or unsatisfactory. Those words (in section
2 of the Criminal Appeal Act 1968) had to be broad enough
to encompass both cases where the Court had a doubt as a
result ofits personal view ofthe witnesses, and cases where
the Court thought the issue ofwhether a witness was telling
the truth or not should be decided by a jury. The statute did
not say the appeal should be allowed ifthe conviction was
either unsafe or unsatisfactory or a re-trial was practical.
Finally, the Appellant did not have to show the conviction
was both uns afe and, tnsatisfactory. It was suffrcient if s/he
showed either. On that basis if the Appellant satisfied the
test of 'this evidence would be material if believed by a jury'

the conviction should be quashed, irrespective ofthe prac-
ticality of a re-trial. The guidance in Stafford does not
confront these questions.

Point of Law of Public Importance

This article will not comment on the Court's view of the facts
in the Birmingham case. Suffice it to say that there was
evidence from former police offrcers, distinguished forensic
scientists, and a schedule in the handwriting of the former
Detective Superintendent in charge ofthe case, that, ifthe
jury accepted, would have led to the concìusion that there
was serious violence and intimidation used on the men
when being interogated at the police station; that the
Crown's evidence of traces of nitroglycerine was unreliable;
as was the Crown's evidence on the number and chronology
ofpolice interviews. Tbue there was substantial evidence
against theAppellants, and true also that there may weÌl be
reasons why ajury would not accept all ofthe fresh evidence
tendered. The Birmingham case was critically one where
the most important question was'who is to decide whether
these witnesses are telling the truth and what weight
should they be given'?

The Court ofAppeal have now certified a point oflaw of
public importance. This is whether in fresh eviderrce cases,
once the fresh evidence has been admitted, the conviction
can only be quashed ifthe Court had a reasonable doubt by
reason ofthe fresh evidence. As we go to press the House of
Lords have yet to decide whether to give leave on this point.
If they do there may yet be an opportunity to emphasise the
importance of the jury as a fact finding tribunal in criminal
cases, to extricate the Court from the undersireable func-
tion of ventilating its own personal views of witnesses in
cases ofgreat political controversy, ofrestoring some mean-
ingto the re-trial provisions ofthe CriminalAppealAct, and
ofjustice in fresh evidence cases being seen to be done.
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KS: There is little dispute amongst socialists that the
presentjudicial system needs changing. However, it seems
that the left is not able to put forward a united and coherent
alternative. What do you think are the most promising
alternatives on offer?

GM: The whole argument on the left these days starts from
the central question of whether there is going to be a
Ministry ofJustice. Certainly my view is that it is essential
that there is a minister in Parliament who is subject'to the
democratic process, who is eÌected and under a statutory
duty to provide competent judging in our courts. The frner
questions obviously arise when one asks what comes under-
neath that ministerial organisation. My own preference is
for ajudicial commission of.some sort, the make-up of which
is verymuch a matter for argument and debate, butit would
clearly have to be representative of the community at large
and certainìy not made up exclusively or even in the major-
ity of lawyers, I think that there is a very good case for
making such a commission consumer based. This means
recruiting from user groups, those using the courts and
legal services. There would have to be, ofcourse, a carefully
drafted statutory dutyimposed onthat commission to select
a broad base for the judiciary. The next question is whether
those people underneath the commission should be elected
or seleiûed. My view is that people should be selected at an
early age, not necessarily the graduate stage, but certainly
before they are too far fiìto the adversarial game ofpractice,
for the purpose oftraining them to be judges.

5
...one reason why there has been little

unity on the left of the question of judges
is because of the lack of consensus

on the left as to whether we actually
believe in the law at all...

9
\IB: I think that one reason why there has been very little
unity ofthe left on the question ofthejudges is because the
lack of consensus on the left as to whether we actually
believe in the law at all and whether there should be a
separate area called legal orjudicial function. The radical
proposals ofthe 1920's, inspired by the Bolshevik tradition
in Russia, were to abolish courts altogether and bring
everything within the sphere of political decision making. I
think that this approach is wrong and it has crippled the
debate in the socialist movement in this country about what
exactly we can do about the judiciary. Once it is agreed that
there is a role in a contemporary state for the judicial
function, what sort of judges we want becomes the domi-
nant question.

As to what sort of judges we do want, I agree it is a
question ofhaving political accountability for the appoint-
ments system. But we need a system which provides good
ju4Ees as well.

KS: Neither of you hat'e really advocated the case for a
totally elected judiciary. The argument very often put
forward by the left for rejecting this option is that the
function ofthejudiciary is a very special one. By this what
is meant is that the function of the judiciary is one of

Would You Vote For Denning?

The make-up of the judiciary is notoriousìy white male and educated at Oxford or Cambridge. It is class-based and cannot
be said to reflect the aspirations and anxieties of ordinary people in any way. But what should we do about it? Keir Starmer
(KS) for SZ talks to Gavin Millar (GM) and Nick Blake (NB) who have both written extensively on the subject.

upholding individual rights in the face ofcollective policy
and therefore, it is argued, this does not frt happily with
electoral politics. Has this thesis got any force?

GM: I don't think that alone can be a reason for not
introducing election ofthejudiciary. I think whenever you
have anyone in an offrcial post they are likely to behave in
a way that is likely to get them elected next time around.
What that means for a particular judge in a particular case
is difficult to predict, each will be conscious of different
pressures on them and react in different ways. I think,
putting it crudely, you will get some cases where judges,
keen to be elected again, will think that the best way !o
present the proper image to their electorate is to go for the
'little person'and not to favour the establishment, much as
Denning did in his own way. Others will undoubtedly try to
go with the wishes of the majority. These considerations
will be apparent whenever you have election of public
officials but I don't think that we can generalise about the
effect on any one oflicial. However, it is important not to
have judges deciding cases on the basis of whether it will
help get them elected next time.

I\B: I think that it is the judicial function to apply policy to
individual cases rather than to make policy, Therefore it is
perhaps counterproductive to have electedjudges because
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it might give them greater legitimacy fpr actual policy
making. That, of course, begs the question of whether
judges at the moment make policy when they ought not to,
but I think the principle thatjudges do not encroach on the
political function is important; because they are not elected
they have to pay regard to the decisions of the elected
institutions. That's one important method of control that
might be weakened if the judiciary was elected. So I do
think that the function argument is a good argument
against election but there are certainly other arguments as
well.

KS: Isn't it unrealistic to see the judicial role as one of
applying abstract principles ofjustice to particular cases?
Surely in the great majority of cases, especially in the lower
courts, the decision reached could better be described as the
product ofinstitutional structurés, role demands and the
decision maker's perception ofthe people they are asked to
judge. This process will necessarily draw on the judge's
beliefs, experiences and general exchanges with people in
other walks of life. Doesn't this point to the very need for a
more representative bench?

GM: I agree with the hypothesis but not with the conclu-
sion. Because these factors do bear upon the judges and
magistrates, especially in the lower courts, it does not mean
that the logical conclusion is that we need a more represen-
tative bench. The problems that you have highlighted point
much more to the need to have a properly trained judiciary
the members of which should be trained to judge the merits
of the case and to recognise Ìhe sort of influences and
pressures on people who hnd themselves before the court.
But the overriding need is for judges to judge in a fair and
judicial manner. Even with a representative bench you will
still have outside pressures, class views, institutional
views, etc. With a representative bench all you have is a
different set of outside factors weighing on the people
carrying out the judicial function.

NB: I think that what the question really is getting at is the
fact frnding function of the judge. But this is not their only
function. I think that it is vital that those finding facts
should be representative. It may well be that a more fruitful
approach is to reverse the decline ofjury trial and to give
more fact frnding functions to juries in civil as well as
criminal cases and even perhaps in the magistrates court.

KS: Wouldn't the election ofthe judiciary throw up another
problem, namely that many judges will stand and will be
elected on a right wing law and order ticket?

GM: I don't wholeheartedly agree with that. I don't think
that one can ever say, as democrats, that we don't trust the
electorate to take a decision. Also you should not underes-
timate the electorate. In many parts ofthe country no doubt
you would get as magistrates precisely the types of people
that you are getting at the moment. On the other hand, in
some inner city areas, you would get a much more represen-
tative bench through community elections. However, one of
the realities that has to be faced is that outside ofParlia-
mentary elections the turnout for elections is always very
poor. What advocates of election of the judiciary would have
to justify would be electing someone to a post of that impor-
tance on a very low turnout.

NB: I think the arguments against election are more a
question of principle than a question simply of tactics
between left and right. One reason the left would not do well
is because oftheir neglect ofthe subject ofthejudiciary as
I referred to before. They simply haven't got a clear well
thought out policy on which to stand. Therefore on law and
order the right has tended to make the running.

KS: Isn't it a bit too optimistic to expect much progressive
change to result from simply changing the face of those who
administer justice unless the actual content of that justice
is also tackled? Anyjudge or magistrate however appointed
is going to frnd him./herself having to work within the para-
meters of laws which pay much more attention to individual
property rights than they do to the collective rights of
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ordinary people. For example, how can any judge deal with
an unemployed person who comes before them pleading
guilty to burglary, when he or she does not have the power
to alter the system which denies that person the human
right to a decent livelihood?

NB: No, it is not too optimistic to expect radical change to
flow from a change ofpersonnel. Until you start talking
seriously about the make-up of the judiciary you won'f get
any improvement. It is not good enough simply to say'let's
wait until we take political power', because no-one achieves
dominance until they have a vision of a new society, which
includes a vision ofnew institutions and, ofcourse, a vision
of the judiciary. Rather than defer this process to some
unspecified point in the utopian future we should be dis-
cussing it now so that we can make a significant contribu-
tion to the achievement ofthat future. But having said that
I do acknowledge that simply a change of face will not, per
se, achieve anything at all,

GM: I broadly agree with both of these points. If a govern-
ment is elected committed to radical change ofthe judiciary
it will, no doubt, also be a government committed to radical
change ofthe law as well. We should be very wary ofputting
this whole issue on one side until we reach the utopian
socialist society. There is no harm in radical changes in the
judiciary coming before a radically reforming government,
it just means that a good apparatus will be in place when it
is eventually elected.
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Strip Searching:
The Law and a
New Campaign

Nina Hutchinson include before and after court appeaÌances, after
visits, at the times of cell changes, and during wing
and cell searches. The frequency ofsearches depends
upon such factors as the incidence of court appear-
ances and visits, and the security category of the
prisoner.- 

The purpose ofstrip searching is to detect and deter
the concealment of small items.'

No records are kept of searches nor of complaints made by
prisoners about strip seatches, although, as the Home
Office admits, because of the amount of public interest in
the case of Ella O'Dwyer and Martina Anderson, records
were kept of searches while they were in Brixton, and of
searches of all women in Durham's H Wing, where they are
held at present. Until recently, as discussed below, no
prisoner had the right to challenge being strip searched in
a court oflaw.

OnArrest
Arrests at a police station are covered by the Police and
Criminal Evidence Act 1984 section 54 and the Codes of
Practice governing their use. The custody offrcer assigned
to the person arrested will record details ofthe search and
any items found. The search will be carried out by a

constable of the same sex as the prisoner, if the custody
offlrcer thinks it is necessary.

Arrests outside a police station are covered by section 32
which states that 'a constable may search an arrested
person, in any case where the person to be searched has
been arrested at a place other than at a police station, ifthe
constable has reasonable grounds for believing that the
arrested man may present a danger to himself or others.....'
Removal of clothing other than outer garments must be
done by offrcers of the same sex, and in private. Afull record
of the search must be made, where at all practicable' and a
copy made available to the person searched. The officer
must give the suspect his or her name and the reason for the
search before the search commences.

Powers to stop and search exist under the Police and
Criminal Evidence Act 1984 section 1, giving offrcers the
right to stop and search those suspected of having any
prohibited goods. Similar Codes of Practice cover the
conduct of these searches.

The Prevention of Terrorism Act
Under the Prevention of Terrorism Act, 1984, a constable
can search any suspect, whether arrested or not, to ascer-
tain whether they have documents or other articles which
may constitute evidence that they are liable to arrest. A
search can be carried out by a person ofthe same sex ofthe
person arrested or a medical practitioner. (It should be
noted that some of those detained will merely have been
accused of witholding information.) Different regulations
are involved when an intimate search takes place.

Customs and Excise

Strip searching is allowed under the Customs and Excise
Management Act 1979 section 164 'where reasonable
grounds exist to suspect that dutiable, prohibited or re-
stricted goods are being carried'.

The Police and Criminal EvidenceAct 1984 (Application
to Customs and Excise) Order 1987, S.I. 439 extended the
Police and Criminal Evidence Act powers to Customs and
Excise Offrcers. Many organisations, however, including
the NCCL believe that these powers are being abused.
Customs officers are now conducting random searches on
passengers travelling from certain destinations such as
Jamaica, Tenerife orAmsterdam. In these cases they have
no grounds for suspecting the individual concerned, but are
merely seeking to deter smuggling on these routes by
publicising the random nature of the searches. This is
clearly contrary to the Codes of Practice attached to the
Police and Criminal EvidenceAct 1984. Annex B states that
'reasonable suspicion in contrast to mere suspicion, is an
objective basis for action, There must be some concrete
basis for the offrcer's belief, related to the individual person
concerned, which can be considered and evaluated by an
objective third person'.

In addition, passengers asked to comply with a strip
search are not being informed oftheir right to request to be
taken before a more senior officer or a Justice ofthe Peace,
to appeal against being strip searched.

Offrcers do not have to give a reason for the search nor do
they have to record the details ofthe search. An answer
given to Max Madden, MP on 16th February 1986 in the
House of Commons stated that there had been to date, in
1986, 7,700 searches at Terminal 3 and 4,080 searches at
Terminal 4 at Heathrow Airport, but records do not state
which had been strip searches. The increasing number of
complaints and the recent introduction of special forms
asking employees to state their willingness to undertake all
duties assigned to them, whatever their private views,
would suggest that the proportion of strip searches as
opposed to body rub-down searches is increasing. Union
contacts also state that the facilities for the strip searches
are poor in terms ofthe alternative clothing provided.

Although the Police ancl Criminal Evidence Act 1984
distinguishes between a strip search (where all clothing is
removed) and an intimate search, which consists of the
physical or visual examination ofa person's body orifices,
customs officers presently include a visual examination of
the anus and genitalia in a strip search. According to the
NCCL, customs officers carried out 86 intimate searches in
1986 and 46,000 personal searches (many ofwhich involved
strip searching). Jo Richardson MP is presently tabling a
number of parliamentary questions to obtain more detailed
frg'ures.

Strip Searching at Immigration Points
To enforce the Immigration Act 1971, immigration officers
and medical inspectors are appointed by the Home Secre-
tary to examine any persons who have arrived in the United
Kingdom by ship or aircraft for the purpose of determin-
rng:-

a) whether any of them has the right to live in the United
Kingdom;

b) whether, if not, they may enter the United Kingdom;

Recent reports indicate a disturbing increase in the degrad-
ing practice ofstrip searching. Strip searching is used by
prison officers and the police not only to humiliate but also
to intimidate and as a control technique. Strip searching is
particularly used against Irish Republican women prison-
ers both convicted ofand awaitingtrialfor political offences.
This article begins by summarising existing legal powers to
strip search.

Strip Searching in Prison
The law concerning strip searching is similar in England,
Wales and Scotland (but different in the North of lreland).
The practice is defined in rule 39 of the Prison Rules
(England and Wales) 1964 (as amended), and in rule 14 of
the Prison (Scotland) Rules 1952, rule 43 of the Youth
Custody Centre Rules 1983 and rule 43 of the Detention
Centre Rules 1983. David Mellor M.P. has described the
effect of the rules as follows;

'These rules make it clear that prisoners (including
remand prisoners) are to be searched on reception
into a prison department establishment and subse-
quently as the governor thinks necessary. Standing
instructions provide that such a search on reception
shorild be a strip search, that strip searches should be
carried out during routine cell searching, and that
special strip searcfies when there is a reason to
suspect that a particular prisoner has prohibited
articles on his person, should be authorised by the
governor, deputy governor or chiefofflrcer. The occa-
sions on which a prisoner may be strip searched
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c) whether they shouìd be given leave and for what
period and on what conditions

However, the Act also allows police and customs offrcers to
act as examining offlrcers and in practice it is usually
customs officers who conduct strip searches.

Once a passenger has been asked about carrying docu-
ments, they may be searched. Obstructing an examining
officer in a search is a criminal offence. During these
examinations, they have been occasional instances ofstrip
searching. There have also been intimate searches, for
example, the notorious 'virginity' tests on Asian women
carried out at Heathrow until 1979.

No records are kept of searches at immigration points and
procedures are laid down in internal docufnents only. This
means that the procedures used cannot be challenged by
judicial review as they are viewed as purely administrative
documents.

Any complaints about the conduct of immigration offrcers
are dealt with internally by the Home Offrce. In addition,
the Home Offrce is relying increasingly on the services of a
private security frrm, Securicor, to provide personnel to
detail people awaiting immigration clearance.

Those wishing to immigrate are also vulnerable to strip
searching ifthey are held in prison pending an appeal or
deportation. There have been cases ofpolice officers visit-
ing those wishing to stay in this country and requiring them
to strip. One noteable case involved a Nigerian student,
Adebola Makenjuola, who was forced to strip and was also
sexually assaulted. The police officer responsible recently
lost his frnal appeal against dismissal from the force.

Cases Concerning Strip Searching
There have been several cases before the courts concerning
strip searching. For example Simone Dewhurst took out a
private action for compensation against the Metropolitan
Police after being strip searched following an anti-apart-
heid demonstration outside the South African Embassy.
She lost the case. Another woman has brought an action
against the Ministry of Defence police after being strip
searched at Greenham. She was offered f5,000 as an out-
of-court settlement after the frrst hearing in December
1987. She has refused this offer and is awaiting another
date for the next hearing.

I only know oftwo cases in this area where defendants
have won compensation. One was where a young white
woman was arrested for suspected possession of drugs. She
received an award to compensate her for a humiliating
search (during which she was made to jump up and down as
well as having to strip). A woman in Glasgow inApril 1987
was awarded f300 for'the invasion of privacy and liberty'
when she brought an action against the Fife police for
making her remove her bra after being arrested on a work-
in.

The challenge to the Prison Rules via a judicial review
action brought by Ella O'Dwyer and MartinaAnderson, two
Irish Republican prisoners, has been positively affected by
a recent ruling in the House of Lords in favour of two male
prisoners Leech and Prevot (4th February 1988). This
ruling opens up the possibility of a wide range of challenges
to prison governors' disciplinary adjudications under the
Prison Rules - previously not open to review in the courts.

The attention focussed upon this degrading practice by
O'Dwyer andAnderson's strong stand, the shocking details
of the harassment they received involving 800 strip
searches between them during the eleven months that they
were on remand in Brixton, and the facts brought to light by
campaigns in Ireland and England concerning the strip
searching of Republican remand women prisoners in the
North of lreland, have all encouraged other victims to come
forward to expose the practice and to bring cases against the
appropriate authority.

A wide range of Irish and women's groups, civil rights
groups, church organisations, black groups, trade unions
and elected representatives have condemned strip search-
ing as tantamount to torture. Recently an inquiry headed
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by a well-known psychiatrist has been set up to examine the
long term medical and psychological effects on women.

The publicity has also generated a fierce debate between
prison reform groups around the issue of security, and
whether any strip searching, for example, on admission to
prison, can be justified. Some groups claim that this is
necessary for the safety ofboth inmates and staff, but that
the practice could and should be carried out in a more
'acceptable'manner. However, the anti-strip search cam-
paigners argue that strip searchingis degrading, inhumane
and incapable of being made 'acceptable'.

The New Campaign

A wide range of women who had been strip searched were
brought together with experienced campaigners, trade
unionists, councillors, MEPs and MPs, by a recent local
government inititative against strip searching held on 5th
December 1987 in London. The conference:- Worhing
Together to End. Strip Searching organised by the London
Strategic Policy Committee and the Association of London
Authorities, was attended by over 300 delegates. The
conferences unanimously agreed a motion which con-
demned all strip searching. A follow-up meeting on 14th
February set up a new campaign. 'The United Campaign
Against Strip Searching' T}ris meeting discussed all the
current cases and resolved to give support to people who
wish to bring more cases by widely publicising the existence
of the campaign.

References
1. ,8. u. Home Secretary ex parte HosenbøIl t19771 1 \ryLR

766
2. See the conference reportWorhing Together to End Strip

Searching'.

For further information please see the briefing papers prepared
for the L.S.P.C./A.L.A. conference and/or'Policing the lrish Com-
rnunity' iið.'Policing Lond.on No. 2',bothpublished by the London
.Strategic Policy Unit Police Monitoring and Research Group 1988
or contact Patrick Sikorsii secretary, 'United Campaign Against
Strip Searching', do Association of London Authorities, 36 Old
Queen Street, London S.W.1 or ring Sheila Spurway, Women's
Offrcer at the A .L.A. te\0I-222-7799. AII the reports referred to in
this article can be obtained from Green Ink Books, 8 Archway MalI,
London, N19.
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Tony Gifford

Justice rn
M.ozambique
Mozambique today, thirteen years after independence,
faces a war situation caused directly by the terrorism ofthe
MNR, organised, financed and directed by the South Afri-
can regime. The news from Mozambique often appears to be
grim; accounts of its people massacred, displaced from their
villages and threatened with hunger.

While the brutality of South Africa's agents is real
enough, there is other news from Mozambique which needs
to be told. Under President Machel, and now President
Chissano, it has leaders and cadres ofexceptional experi-
ence and integrity. They were tested through ten years of
armed struggle against Portuguese colonialism. Theywere
frghting not a nationalistic but a revolutionary struggle.
They were dedicated to building a new society in which ex-
ploitation would be no more.

5
The story is an inspiration
to any lawyer who believes

that laws and courts
should serve the people

9

How far have these ideals been realised? Others have
written of remarkable advances in many frelds, including
community health, education, water resources and co-op-
erative production. As a lawyer I have twice visited Mozam-
bique, in 1981 and 1987, to try and assess progress in the
freld ofjustice. The story is an inspiration to any lawyer who
believes that laws and courts should serve the people,
rather than be used as an instrument for their oppression.

The new state had to build a system ofjustice from almost
nothing. All but three ofthe country's lawyers had departed
to Portugal. rühat remained were the revolutionary legal
concepts applied in the liberated areas during the anti-
colonial struggle; such as the concept ofre-education - that
those who had harmed the community should be taught by
work within the community to adopt a co-operative and not
an anti-social attitude; and the fundamental concept that
there should be no exploitation ofthe people, whether on
grounds ofclass, tribe, sex or status. The watchword, as
formulated in a speech of Samora Machel, was 'Establish
people's power to serve the masses'.

In the early years after independence the cadres ofFRE-
LIMO, organised in each district as 'dynamising groups',
were responsible for resolving disputes and dealing with
criminals. Many who had collaborated with the Portu-
guese, and many others involved in prostitution, drug
abuse and crime, were sent for re-education. The process
inevitably lacked judicial safeguards, but was applied with
clemency. There were no reprisals, despite the atrocities
committed under colonial rule. Even the worst collabora-
tors have been ultimately released back into their commu-
nities.

The People's Tþibunals

By May 1978 the flrrst 18 law students had obtained a degree
from Eduardo Mondlane University in Maputo. Their
studies were then suspended for two years while they were
sent out as'justice brigades'to all the provinces of Mozam-
bique to set up a network of People's Tþibunals. The
tribunals were composed of local people elected from their
local assemblies. The law which they applied, pending the

drawing up of new laws, and to the extent that this was
compatible with the new constitution, was the old Portu-
guese legal code.

In 1981 I was able to witness a tribunal in session in a
remote village in Northern Mozambique. The case being
heard was a complaint by a husband that his wife had
deserted him. On investigating the case, the tribunal offrve
judges found that she had indeed left, because he had taken
a second wife and wanted her merely for his servant. The
tribunal spent most of the next hour cross-examining the
husband, exposing to the village audience that his position
was selfish and unacceptable under FRELIMO's principles.
The wife was allowed the right to live independently and
seek a divorce.

Today the tribunal strrrcture is a functioning pyramid of
judicial institutions:
. Over 700 local tribunals, with powers to order re-educa-

tional remedies for petty crime, such as community
seryice or public criticism, and specifrc orders such as
prohibiting a drunkard from brewing alcohol;

. 90 district legal tribunals, composed of one appointed
judge with limited legal training and four lay judges,
with powers of sentence of up to two years;

o 11 provincial tribunals with a fully quaìifred presiding
judge sitting with four elected lay judges, dealing with
the worst crimes and major civil disputes. The provincial
tribunals sit in local areas where appropriate. One pre-
siding judge told me how she assembled the court in a
village where witchcraft was practiced, in order to hear
the caSe of two defendants who had burned a 'witch'
almost to death. In this way she was able to use the case

i.f 
*.t of educating the people away from obscurant-

. A Supreme Court is intended but not yet established for
lack of cadres, but an appellate court is in function to
hear appeals.

The Minister of Justice, Ali Dauto, explained to me in 1987:

'The family case described above would now be heard
according to the new Family Law in force. The law
proclaims that marriage is based on the free choice of
the two partners, and on equality ofrights and obliga-
tions - a great achievement of the Mozambican
Women's Organisation which had to campaign hard
against the notion ofa'head ofhousehold'. It recog-
nises that rights and responsibilities arise from'de
facto unions' as well as conventional marriages. It
was passed after a public debate of many years in
which drafts ofthe law had been discussed in every
part ofthe country.'

The war has given rise to exceptional measures which have
caused concern abroad. ARevolutionary Military Tkibunal
has been set up to deal with the worst cases ofterrorism, and
the death penalty has been re-introduced and sometimes
applied. A law allowing judicial flogging has been passed
and used against a small number of MNR bandits and
economic saboteurs: according to the Minister in order'to
achieve a psychological effect and deter'. These are harsh
measures, against FRELIMO's normal policy of re-integra-
tion. They reflect the outrage felt by Mozambicans at the
hideous brutalities of the MNR.

As early as June 1976, President Machel visited the
central prison at Machava, a traditional lock-up prison, and
described it as a 'dumping-ground' and a'failory for the
production of criminals'. He posed the fundamental ques-
tion:

'Each one of us must defrne what it is that a prison is,
the objective of prison; what it is that we arelrying to
achieve when someone is locked up'.

A as re-examined, and a net-
work s set up in each province. I
have one near Maputo. They are

co-operative farming communities, without walls or fences,
run by committees of prisoners. In the Maputo penal centre
the Director was just completing his sentence, and had
agreed to stay in the job as a free man. Families of prisoners
can visit for extended periods; in the northern prison fami-
lies who lived far away could come to stay with the prisoner
for three weeks. All talents were being put to use; a teacher
sentenced for sex offences was in charge of the prison's
education programme, and an accountant who had em-
bezzled from state funds was running the prison books. The
Maputo centre supplied meat and vegetables to all the
creches in the city, ensuring food for the children and
earning an income for the centre.

Penal centres now hold aboutSÙVo ofthe prison popula-
tion. In the two which I saw the spirit of co-operative
purpose was extraordinary. People who had been frghting
against society were being enabled to live and work as social
beings. It was not surprising that hardly anyone re-
offended after release.

It is one thing to set up a system ofjustice, and another
to ensure that it operates justly. The need to control abuses
was recog'nised in a recent law setting up a judicial inspeo-
torate, with the task ofvisiting tribunals, prisons and police
stations and insisting on observance ofthe law. An inspec-
tion ofthe far north province ofNiassa had revealed that
many prisoners were being held without adequate cause,
and they were set free. But the practical limits on an
excellent policy were made clear when I was told that while
three provinces had been visited in 1985, thére were no
inspections in 1986 due to lack of funds, and in 1987
transport and war diffrculties would restrict inspection to
Maputo and one other province.

Amnesty International has made a critical report of
human rights violations in Mozambique. The Minister's
answer was to accept that beatings and other abuses by
public officials occurred, especially in war-affected areas -
'but it is not our philosophy, and we are making a strong
effort through our institutions to combat it'.

Legal Aid
In 1987 I visited a newly'formed National Institute of Legal
Aid (INJA), where two young lawyers, both women, have
the responsibility ofsetting up a legal advocacy service f¡om
scratch. Private advocacy was abolished in 1975 because of
the gross abuses ofjustice for which the colonialist legal
profession had been responsible. When the tribunal net-
work was set up, lawyers were needed to be prosecutors and
judges. Defence advocacy was carried out, if at all, by semi-
trained legal workers attached to the courts. But, as the
Director of INAJ said, 'we never lost sight of the goal that
every citizen had the right to be defended'. INAJ, created by
statute in 1986, is a mixture of a professional association
and a stmcture linked to the Ministry of Justice. It will
authorise qualifred lawyers, and other partly qualifred legal
workers, to appear before the tribunals. They will be
entitled to charge a frxed scale of fees, but INAJ will pay if
a client has no means.

It was fascinating to see lawyers in a revolutionary
society wrestling with fundamental problems relating to
the lawyer's role. I was asked, for example, how to resolve
the apparent conflict between the duty of confrdentiality
owed to the client and the duty to reveal certain kinds of
criminal activity to the authorities. (I replied that a lawyer
who informed on a client was betraying the lawyer's role;
but also that it was no part of a lawyer's job to lie for a client
before the court).

A legal aid system in the third world is araity; yet here
was a country beset by poverty and external aggression,
which had passed a law to set one up. I came away deeply
moved by the idealism of Mozambique's lawyers. It may be
years before they have the resources and peaceful condi-
tions for effectively achieving their goals. But their concep-
tion of a revolutionary judicial system, based on the needs
of working people and involving them as participants, could
be a model for the frrst world as well as for the third.



Richard Drabble

Lean Times Ahead:
The Social Fund in
Perspective
By the time most people read this article, the extensive
changes to the social security system introduced as a result
of Norman Fowler's review will be in place and functioning.
The changes are ofwide-ranging importance and, rather
late in the day, a widespread public debate about their
desireability is beginning to take place. The purpose of this
article is to try to put in some sort ofperspective thp change
that, at least to a lawyer, appears the most dramatic of them
all - the creation ofthe Social Fund to replace the system of
single payments which to welfare lawyers has been such a
familiar part of the supplementary benefrt system.

The Supplementary Beneflrts Acts 1966 and 1976, build-
ing on the foundations of the National Assistance Act of
1948, had firmly proceeded on the basis of entitlement of
benefit as ofright; they provided a scheme, albeit ofneces-
sity means tested because it was the safety net of the
welfare state, which had as its foundation the concept of
legal entitlement.

The '^{ Code

It is true that this concept was diluted in many respects, so
that parallel to the structure ofthe Act itself there grew up
an elaborate code for the guidance oflocal oflices as to the
exercise ofvarious discretions under the Act - the 'A Code.
It is also true that the provision for single payments (before
November known as 'e4ceptional needs payment') provided
the largest and most significant area for the exercise of
discretion. The statutory provision was simple, saying no
more than that a single payment might be made to meet an
exceptional need.

Onto that simple base, the '/t' Code itself grafted a large
number of administrative instructions; the practice from
local offrce to local office no doubt varied considerably, in
ways not suggested by the '1t' Code. Nonetheless, the
bedrock oflegal entitìement in the 1966 and 1976Acts gave
reason to believe there was a reasonable prospect ofkeeping
the system operating in a fair, consistent way, underpinned
by law, building on the foundations that were already there
to produce an atmosphere in which the individual's claim
could be considered fairly and equitably.

A Streamlined System

There seemed to be some support for this view in the general
approach to the legal and administrative framework.
Important reforms were introduced in the 1970s and early
1980s at many levels. For example, the quality ofwork done
by Supplementary Benefrt Appeal T?ibunaìs (SBATs) was
improved in a variety of ways, including the appointment of
legally qualifred Chairs; the introduction ofa right ofappeal
from SBATs first to the High Court and later (and logically)
to the Social Security Commissioners. Finally the whole ad-
judication system for supplementary benefits was amalga-
mated with that of the contributory social security benefits,
so that the decision-making structure for all ran from an
initial decision by an adjudication offrcer, with a right of
appêal to a social security appeal tribunal, and a further
right to appeal, with leave and on law only, to the Social
Security Commissioners.

The amalgamation of the appellate structure for supple-
mentary benefit and all contributory social security bene-
fits was of special significance because the offrcers and

tribunals governing the latter had, since the creation ofthe
schemes in the 1940s, been used to a culture of legal
entitlement and interpretation of legal rules.

Exceptional Needs Payments Abolished

November 1980 saw a major change in the supplementary
benefrts system. For present purposes it consisted of the
replacement of the wide unfettered discretion to award an
exceptional needs payment by immensely detailed provi-
sions, set out in regulations, as to the circumstances in
which'single payments'could be made. Although cumber-
some (sometimes ludicrously so) it represented at least an
attempt to embody the principles of legal certainty and en-
titlement as of right. It was the climax of the process to
correct the perceived problems created by the earlier regime
in which awards of exceptional needs payments were
thought to depend too much on an individual offrcer's
perception of the claimant and on the provisions of an
unpublished code, backed up by a system ofappeals which
was sÌowly learning to avoid similar faults itself.

A New Concept

The Social Fund represents a deliberate reversal ofall these
trends. It rejects the concept ofentitlement as ofright of
favour of a cash-limited fund, out of which discretionary
payments can be made. The ethos behind the fund was
recently described by the Minister, replying to the Chair-
man of the Social SecurityAdvisory Committee:

'...from April 1988, there will be a budgeted social
fund, to be administered locally by specially trained
social fund offrcers who should be able to respond to
individual needs and make the best use of the money
available. I acknowledge the potential for inconsis-
tency inherent in a discretionary system, but this is
the price to be paid for the advantage offlexibility. We
expect that most payments will take the form of
interest-free loans; these will be to help applicants'
most immediate needs and to spread expenditure, or
to help anyone without other resources facing a finan-
cial crisis where there is a serious threat to health or
safety. We believe that it is right in principle to retain
the concept of loans; first, because it has been a
consistent objective of the reforms to give people a
sum of money which they manage for themselves,
reducing their dependence on the 'benefit culture' for
extras; secondly, because, in equity, incôme support
beneficiaries should budget for items of expenditure
just as other people, a fair number of whom are living
at or not far above the income support level, have to,
and thirdly because the same amount of money can be
used to help more people'. (Nicholas Scott).

It is at once apparent that the Social Fund has three
strikingly novel features:-
(1) it deliberately incorporates a high degree of discretion.

Although published directions exclude a large number
ofneeds from qualifying for consideration, it does not
provide for entitlement to a payment or a loan in an¡z
circumstances.

(2) It is based principally upon loans. The concept, intro-
duced by the November 1980 reforms, of entitlement as
of right to a single payment in a given situation has been
replaced by the ability to be considered for a loan.

(3) It is cash-limited. The'budget'plays a considerable part
in the published Directions and Guidance. Inherent in
the concept is the possibility that a claimant will be
refused a loan because, at the time s/he applied, there is
insuffrcient margin in the budget.

A New Statutory Framework
The statutory framework for the Social Fund is once again
simple. It is to be found in sections 32 to 85 of the Social
SecurityAct 1986, with amendments made by schedule B of
the Social SecurityAct 1988. The heart ofthe scheme is now
not in the statute but in the published Directions and
Guidance. The most important features are summarised
below

( 1 ) In broad terms, payments out of the Social Fund fall into
three categories:-
(a) budgeting loans, available to people who have been

receiving income support for six months. There is
ving high priorityto an application
could cause hardship, or serious

to the health and safety ofthe appli-

(b) Crisis loans - i.e. loans made,in an emergency, or as
a consequence ofa disaster,;

(c) community care grants, to help people e.g. leaving
institutional care or getting inio-insiitutiónal carel

(2) dgetingloans and crisis
There is provision for
t. The Directions and

at-no budgeting or crisis loan may
of the amount which the applicani

(3) The decisions are to be made, not by adjudication ofli-
cers, who are subject to a right of appeal to the Social
Security Appeal Tfibunal and to the Cor¡rmissioners,
but by a new statutory creature known as a'Social Fund
Ofïicer'. There is no right of appeal as such. Instead, a
claimant can ask for a review of the decision. Direction
33 provides:-

'If a social fund offrcer decides not to revise a deter-
mination wholly in the applicant's favour, the appli-
cant must be given the opportunity to attend an
interview, accompanied by a friend or representa-
tive if he wishes, with the social fund offrcer before
a determination is made'.

The right to attend an'interview' is the only trace of an
oral hearing left in the system. There is a right to ask
for a further review by a'Social Fund Inspector'; but no
provision for an oral hearing by the latter. Should a
point ofinterpretation on basic fairness arise, the only
remedy would be judicial review.

(4) The budget is paramount. Aprofrle oflikely expenditure
through the year by each local offrce will be built up, and
a micro-computer will make available up to date infor-
mation on the state of the budget to each social fund
offrcer. The obj ect ofthe exercise is set out in paragraphs
2045 and 2046 of the Guidance:-

'Managers should always be aware of how actual ex-
penditure compares with that planned, and will
need to adjust the plans by spreading any defrcit or
excess over the remaining months of the year. The
micro will show the effect of such redistribution,
according to the proflrle ofexpected need for the rest
of the year'.

'From this information SFOs must judge whether it
is possible to meet needs generally of lower priority
and remain within budget, or if it is.necessary tò
restrict payment to needs of higher priority,.

ally revealed by the Directions and
criticised by many, including the
I Security Advisory Committee.

Experience over the next few months will reveal the
extent to which fears about its practical operation are
justifred.
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LIVERPOOL GATEWAY OF EMPIRE
Tony Lane
Lawrence & Wishart. Ê4.95

INSIDE LEFT
Derek Hatton
Bloomsbury. 13.95

LIVERPOOL A CITY THAT DARED
TO FIGHT
Peter Taaffe and Tony Mulhearn
Fortress Books. Ê6.95

'Why did people vote for them?' This is the question which
the opponents of Militant so often ask about the Liverpool
Labour Councillors. Each of these three books provides
answers to that question and they are worth reading for
that alone.

Liverpool Gateway of Empire is a fascinating account
of the great years of the Port of Liverpool and how they
ended in a rapid and devastating decline in shipping traffrc
which destroyed the economic and social base ofthe city. In-
habitants ofLiverpool have, understandably, not been able
to come to terms with the city's loss of power, wealth and
status. When describing the success of Militant in Liver-
pool, Tony Lane perceptively observes: 'the bombast of
Militant was often received with some sympathy - not nec-
essarily for its content but for its tone. It asserted what
Liverpudlians knew to the very depth oftheir being - that
this was a great city and its people were not the sort to be
trifled with'. The Council's flamboyant defrance of Tory
expenditure cuts struck a chord with Liverpudlians, not
least because those cuts were being imposed from London.

Inside Left is Derek Hatton's own account of his rise to
power in Liverpool politics. It is written in a racy journalist
style which makes it easy and entertaining to read. It is not
a serious political analysis of the Labour administration in
Liverpool but it perfectly illustrates the style of Derek
Hatton's leadership: warmth, charm and loyality towards
his friends combined with aggression, anger and contempt
for those who differed from him. The cocky and cheeky
manner which he displayed in public made him popular in
Liverpool and loathed in much of the rest of the country.
The..media campaign against him served to enhance his
position in Liverpool because it confrrmed the local view
that outsiders were ignorant about the city and unfairly
prejudiced against it. Derek Hatton speaks for thousands
of Liverpudlians when he describes the Councillors' at-
tempts to gain political support in 1984: 'Kinnock.,.didn't
even come to Liverpool to see for himself. The same was true
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of the trendies and hooray henries from the London bor-
oughs. They just didn't understand how bad things were in
Liverpool, nor the level of commitment. So we were on our
own.'

In Liverpool A City That Dared to Fight Tony
Mulhearn and Peter Taaffe provide a very detailed account
ofthe rise and fall ofthe 1983/87 Labour administration in
Liverpool. The book is written from a Tlotskyist perspec-
tive and it is unashamedly partisan on behalf of Militant.
But those who do not share the politics of its authors will
nonetheless flrnd it an interesting read.

The thesis advanced by the authors is that: 'The growth
of Militant was rooted in the collapse of British capitalism,
which was expressed in a particularly extreme fashion in
the early 1980's on Merseyside'. The right wing of the
Labour Party had been discredited by the leadership ofthe
Braddocks and was ripe for change. The local Communist
Party was weak and no longer offered radical leadership
from the left. It was the perfect opportunity for the advance
of Militant.

The book also records some ofthe real successes ofthe
Labour administration: the reorganisation of the schools;
the revitalisation ofthe inner city areas and the huge house
building and renovation programme. These tangible
achievements kept the Councillors in power at the 1986
elections, despite the efforts ofthe media, the courts, the
Tories and the Labour leadership to drive them from offrce.
Ironically, they would never have been implemented with-
out the political and frnancial skills of one man - Councillor
Tony Byrne - who opposed Militant, but exploited its politi-
cal power in order to realise his own aims. Until we have his
account ofwhat happened, the story ofthe Liverpool Labour
Councillors will be incomplete.
Beverley Lang

BENDING THE RULES
THE BAKER'REFORM'OF
EDUCATION
Brian Simon,
Lawrence and Wishart, 1988. Ê4.95
(softcover)

Education historian Brian Simon places Kenneth Baker's,
'GreatEducation Reform Bilf (GERBIL) frrmly in its politi-
cal context. The book clearly illustrates, assisted by
Simon's extensive use ofquotes, newspaper references and
statistical evidence, that this piece oflegislation has very
little ùo do with educational needs, and everything to do
with destructive Conservative ideology and hatred oflocal
democracy.

Destabilisation oflocal systems and a fear of'over-educat-
ing'the masses are central themes to the dogma which is at
the heart of GERBIL, as indicated in this quote from a DES
mandarin '...when young people drop off the education
production line and cannot frnd work at all, or work which
does not meet their abilities and expectations, then we are
only creating frustration with perhaps disturbing social
consequences. We have to select: to ration the educational
opportunities so that society can cope with the output of
education'.

Having set the context for a critical analysis in the
introduction, the book moves on to the substance ofthe Bill.
The chapters are sensibly arranged, and the titles reflect
each major area covered by the Bill. Despite being prepared
in a very short space oftime, and the nature ofthe subject,
it is clear and concise. I actually found it possible to read it
on the tube, which is a real test of 'readibility'!

The analysis of 'opting out' and open enrolment makes
depressing reading, with predictions of (even greater) in-
adequate resourcing of 'unpopular' schools, paying fees for
'extras'that are currently free, less parental choice rather
than the much vaunted 'freedom of choice' and eventually
the 'popular'schools simply joining the private independent
sector on state money. Simon shows clearly that this is the
not so hidden agenda behind GERBIL.

Other chapters deal equally well with, for example, the
breaking up ofthe ILE{ although, due to recent amend-
ments after publication of the book, the outlook is now even
bleaker, as the Authority is to be abolished outright. The
commentary on the curriculum and testing provisions
points out that the real intention of the Bill is 'to assume
total centralised control over the entire curriculum'.

Control is a key issue in GERBIL, and this is further
illustratedby Simonin the chapter on constitutional issues,
which highlights the arrogation ofnumerous new powers to
the Secretary of State in a quite unprecedented manner. He
provides a useful chapter on how resistance to the Bill
might be structured, and gives readers a ray of hope
amongst the gloom, in that there is still a real chance that
it will be defeated in the Lords, or at least substantially
amended. It is vital that we all participate in the frght
against the Bill, for, as Simon's last words put it - 'the
Education 'Reform' Bill needs radical amendment if the
publicly provided system ofeducation is not to be damaged
beyond repair'.
Jane Ramsey
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COUNSEL ('The Bar's Magazine')
Sweet & Maxwell, quarterly
(issued free to all barristers)

THE LAWYER
Centaur Communications Group,
fortnightly
(issued free to all Assistant Solicitors)

LAW MAGAZINE
Sweet & Maxwell, fortnightly Ê1.25

Str is not the only new legal magazine around. We may be
the only regular socialist legal publication in this country,
but the non-socialist variety offers plenty of competition. Or
does it?

Counsel magazine was started in 1986 as part of the
Bar's drive to imbue its members with a more'collectivist'
consciousness in the face of rumblings over unjustifred re-
strictive practices and threats of impending fusion (if bar-
risters were train drivers or steel workers they'd all have
been made redundant long ago). Along with compulsory
subscriptions to the Bar Council and aggressive litigation
against the Lord Chancellor over legal aid remuneration,
Counsel was the result ofa recognition thatthe Barneeded
better PR and a more outgoing image to offset public and
press complaints of privileged inertia over many centuries.
Even the nation's most powerful trade union, with several
Cabinet ministers among its membership, has to fight to
maintain its unique privileges in the age of EEC competi-
tion law and Lord Young.

However, this piece may turn out to be more an obituary
than a review; a mere two years after its inception, Counsel
looks set to die the death. An employee of the Bar Council
told your reviewer on l3April 1988 that, although no formal
decision had yet taken, it looked very much as if Counsel
would no longer be published - to be replaced by the
newssheets periodically circulated to barristers' chambers.

Few Str readers will mourn the passing ofCounsel, since
I suspect few read it. The January 1988 issue is a mixture
of liberal positions informed by self-interest (for example
the Legal Aid Bill is described as 'patently unfair to the
profession and its clients') combined with aggressive at-
tempts to portray privilege as public interest ('New Bar
Chairman Robert Johnson QC makes no apologies for
bringing the worn subject of Rights ofAudiencelntJlgSS'...
'The Bar has nothing to be ashamed of in defending existing
arrangements').

Lord Mackay's defence of the split profession in the same
ke to put
sitonto
ss to the

consumer'. Likewise his rejection of a Judicial Appoint-
ments Board to 'demystify' judicial appointments: 'The test
is whether those who are appointed command the respect of
their profession and they self-evidently do,'lVhat about the
users of legal services? Don't judges need to command their
respect as well?

Later in the same issue the reader is treated to Lord
Griffrths' thoughts on 'Sacred Cows'in the English legal
system. He might have mentioned the split profession, but
instead he looks at jury trial and comments (rightly) that
'an acquittal rate of approximately 50Vo (in jury trials)
shows that something has gone seriously wrong with the
criminal s Lordship correctly
reasons, are being wrongly
prosecut . As for the frrst, he
is content to 'see if the new Crown Prosecutors will dis-
charge their responsibility to weed out the weak cases'. This
ignores the problem that the CPS officers act on instruc-
tions from the police whose truthfulness it is not their job to
doubt.
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On the second possibility Lord Griffrths' mind works
more creatively. 'I would abandon many of the safeguards
that were built into the trial process to protect ignorant,
unrepresented prisoners who had no right to be heard in
their own defence, and which today provide no protection
for the innocent, but are exploited by the guilty. The frrst to
go should be the so-called 'right.to-silence'...and serious
considerqtion (should be) given to admitting an accused
persorl's previous record as is done in many European
countries'. On the othe.r hand, Lord Griffrths wants to
exclude 'the uerbals, by ùhich I refer to those informal
confessions to the police which seem rarely to be accepted by
a metropolitan jury lwhy is that one wonders?] and lead to
hostile and prolonged cross-examination of the police which
does much to damage their public image. Aconfession to the
police should only be admissible if recorded and preferably
on a video tape.'

While Str readers will be alarmed by some, although not
quite all, of Lord Griffrths'ideas, many will be disgusted by
the news item on page 19 ofthe January 1988 issue under
the heading 'Charterhouse offers award to lawyers' sons'.
The article explains that this new academic award is open
'exclusively to the sons oflawyers' and that the successful
candidate will be aged 13 in 1990. Our more precocious
male readers will be sorry to see that they have probably
missed the deadline since selection is in Spring 1988.

The Lawyer is an upbeat, newsy fortnightly which
started in March 1987 and is distributed free to over 16,000
assistant solicitors. It describes itselfin the 7 April 1988
issue as 'the only professional news publication for the legal
profession. Apart from the obvious news function, duties
include updating lawyers on all developments in their freld,
publishing topical articles, features etc and providing them
with a range ofcareer opportunities.'

Job ads account for seven out of 24 pages in the 7 April
issue. The rest consists ofarticles and features under the
headings'News','City','International','Information Tech-
nology','Analysis','Diary','FinanciaÌ Services','Opinion',
'Clients'Views' and'Profile'. The orientation is unasham-
edly çareerist with a bias toward high-flying frrms of solici-
tors. The prohle turns out to be ofLinklaters and Paines
(and is written by a Haldane member noted for several
distinguished contributions to our.Enrployment Løw Bul-
letín). The 'Clients'Views' section turns out to be a piece
about the views ofcorporate clients.

The Lawyer is really very much the standard sort of

I
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trade press publication one would expect from the publish-
ers of Marketing Week, Design Week and Money Market-
ing. There is enough there to prevent legal aid firms and
progressives feeling entirely left out ('LAG slams propa-
ganda to tender out legal aid'...'Law gets more attractive to
women entrants' and - no doubt of interest to Lord Griffiths
-'Tape recording helps to produce more successful prosecu-
tions').

There is also a predictable concern over bad PR in the
profession: the leading article explodes over a shocking case
in which the whole of a legally aided divorcee's f,16,000
award was swallowed up by costs. 'At a time when the legal
profession is trying to improve its public image; when it is
trying to explain that it is providing a public service that
deserves proper public funding, such absurdities provide
real ammunition to the profession's detractors', fumes the
editorial.

Our third magazine for review in this issue of S.L was to
be The Law Magazine. Your reviewer has to report the
demise of this organ as from 31 March 1988 making one
magazine out of ôur chosen three likely to be alive as we go
to press. According to sources at Law Magazine's offrces,
the closure arose from the takeover of Associated Book
Publishers, and their subsidiary Sweet & Maxwell, by
International Thomson plc. Thomsons cited 'frnancial
reasons'for the closure, but staff at the magazine's offlrces
are angry and claim they were originally gtven an under-
taking that there would be a two or three year commitment
to the project. This sort ofmagazine, which relies heavily on
sales as well as advertising, could not be expected to make
money in its frrst year of publication - the frrst issue came
out in May 1987. Evidently the perceived gap in the market
for legal literature was not as big as some people thought.

The closure seems a shame, since the articles in the last
issue of 31 March 1988 are well written and of potential
interest to non-lawyers as well as lawyers. The editorial
tone is also irreverent - for instance the diary section
penned by editor Marcel Berlins ends'...most lawyers who
attempt to write for a readership slightly wider than their
fellow specialists make an extraordinarily bad job of it.
Legaljargon and phraseology is the enemy ofclear writing,
and most lawyers do not even put up a decent frght'. As an
editor ofSL I can confirm that socialist lawyers are often
little better than other lawyers in this respect. Future
contributors, please note!
fim Kerr

Bløck Mask is temporarily on maternity leaue ønd
will return shortly. She would, still welcome sugges-
tions for books to reuiew in her colymn.

LETTERS

A LICENCE TO HATE: A REPLY
Dear SZ

The article by J. Dexter Dias on behalf of the Race and
Immigration Sub-committee opens with the sentence,'The
issue ofrace is fraught with confusion and contradictions'.
This is true, and nowhere more so than in the article itself.
It is difïicult to believe that lawyers have set down and
seriously considered the proposals for thought control
which they have put forward.

Let us take some other sentences in the article without,
I hope, distorting them by quoting them out of context.
First, we have, '...socialists must argue that inflividual
freedom is a means of equality; equality being a precondi-
tion of true collective freedom and not an end in itself.
Where individual freedom substantially threatens equal-
ity, it must be curbed'. Because the terms used in this
argument are not defrned I frnd it very difficult to under-
stand. I am not sure what is meant by'true collective
freedom', particularþ the sort which'arises out of equality'.
If it means freedom for all instead of a privileged few then
it means little more than individual freedom and is a phrase
chosen not for its substance but for its radical resonance. Is
the equality referred to equality before the law, equality of
opportunity, or something else? It is sad to see lawyers
proposing changes in ùhe criminal law with the avowed
intention to restrict individual liberty but without using
words which precisely defrne their objectives.

The relationship between individual freedom, equality
and the interests of society is a matter of political theory
which does not have to be disentangled for the purpose of
this reply; but the essential point is that while it is legiti-
mate to curb individual liberty to protect the liberties of
others there must be a real and present threat to those
liberties and not an assumptio ntlrat any expression at any
time in any place of any type of racist comment will lead to
violence, even directly; because this is what the article is
based on.

The article proposed that racist language uttered in
private should be made unlawful. It would, presumably, be
covered by the new proposed offence to be called ,incitement
to stir racial disharmony or to state racist views'. The Sub-
committee cannot have given a moment's thought to the
consequences of making a crime out of every private com-
ment which has a racist tinge. Apart from any considera-
tion of principle, where will the evidence come from? There
is certainly something which can be done about casual

remark than a sexist one.
The article is an example of the attitude which causes

mâny progressive people to allow their solidarity with
oppressed minorities to distort basic principles which in
other circumstances they frght tooth and nail to uphold.
The situation of black people demands radical action and
white people unsurprisingly feel guilty about it. However,
it is a disservice to everyone to place in the hands of the
government, the police and the judiciary a legislative
weapon which could be extended to curb the freedom ofall
ofus.

It is also necessary to challenge the idea that using words
which are 'deeply insulting to and abusive to ethnic groups'
should be a criminal offence. It is extremely difflrcult to say
this and, perhaps, it can be said only by someone who knows
what it is like to have suffered racial abuse before and
during the Second World War; but there is no right to be free
of insult. There has to be some limit to the encroachment of
the criminal law into everyday life. Insult and abuse are not
illegal in the law of sex discrimination (even though they
form part ofsexual harrassment), nor are they actionable in
the law of defamation. They frgure in criminal law only if
liable to lead to a breach ofthe peace. The suggestion that
they are likely to be harmful and to lead to hatred is not the
basis on which new crimes should be built.

Let me end by asking some questions which are usually
side-stepped by those whose hearts rule their heads:

1. How many ideas have ever been suppressed by legisla-
tion?

2. Are we so impressed by the intellectual force of racist
arguments that we cannot defeat them except by supres-
sion?

3. Is it not elitist to assume that educated, middle-class
cist ravings, but ordinary
This is the assumption

orship, and it is no less
insulting in relation to political and social questions
than it is in relation to the arts. Are we happy to become
political Mary Whitehouses? We would not only be
telling people what they may see and hear but going one
step further and telling them what they may say in
private.

Malcolm Hurwitt
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Dear Str,
I am a fellow member of the Haldane Society and was

appalled to read of the demand for a new offence of 'stating
racist views' contained in J.Dexter Dias' article in your last
edition. Given the views of the English legal establishment

r the proposed offence would be used to criminalise black
activists. It would also serve as a precedent for creating an
offence of stirring social class disharmony which wquld
criminalise socialists.

Does the Race and Immigration Sub-committee beÌieve in
freedom ofexpression or not?
Ted Goodman
The Campaign Against Censorship

REMAND PRISONERS LOSE THE
RIGHT TO FOOD PARCELS

Dear Str,
As a matter of UK law, a person held in custody on remand

is innocent ofthe offence they are charged,with until such
time as a court makes a finding of'gu.ilt'or'innocence'. Over
the years, remand prisoners, in accordance with their
status of innocence have been able to wear their own
clothes, receive a visit every day that they are not attending
court and receive meals and food parcels into their place of
qustody on a daily basis.

The meals and food parcels brought in to remand prison-
ers from their family, friends and supporters provide a
source ofgood food that is familiar. Fresh food is ofgreat
value as prison diets are notoriously short ofvitamins and
roughage and are overladen with saturated fats and carbo-
hydrates. Most importantly, the right to a meal and food
parcel is a reminder that the prisoner is on remand - and
innocent.

From lst March 1988 the Home Offrce is withdrawing the
right to receive food from outside.

I believe the blurri¡g of the distinction between remand
and convicted prisoneìrsjs no accident. It has nothing to do
with the Home Office's reason for the ending of the right to
food from outside, namely that púson food is adequate.

Many remand prisoners held on'scheduled charges'in
Brixton Prison are held on remand for periods of about a
year. Should that person manage to secure an acquittal
they will haye served a lengthy prison sentence in an
increasingly criminalised regime.

The Irish Prisoners Appeal in Brixton has been bringing
meals and a food parcel in to remand prisoners held on
scheduled charges for over two years. Through the years,
there have been other groups and individuals who have
done the same thing. We are told that the food is appreci-
ated for two main reasons: it is nutritious and appetising
and reminds the prisoners that they are not totally isolated
in Britain and it provides an element of independence over
what and when the remand prisoners want to eat.

Removal of the right to receive food parcels and meals
from outside takes the British government one step further
down the road of criminalising the one third of prisoners in
British jails who are on remand awaiting trial.
Claire Keating
Irish Prisoners Appeal
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Haldane Society of Socialist Lawyers

The Haldane Society was founded in 1930. It is an organisation which
provides a forum for the discussion and analysis of law and the legal
system from a socialist perspective. It is independent of any political
party. Its membership consists of individuals who are lawyers, law
teachers or students and legal workers and it also has trade union and
labour movement affiliates.
The Subcommittees of the Haldane Society carry out the Society's most
important work. They provide an oportunity for members to develop
areas of special interest and to work on specific projects within those
areas. All the Subcommittees are eager to attract new members so if you
are interested in taking a more active part in the work of the Society
please contact the Convenor and s/he will let you know the dates and
venues of the meetings.

SUBCOMMITTEES

CRIME Pam Brighton, 111 Fortress Road,
London NW5

EMPLOYMENT Fiona LlArbalestier, 83 Ward Point,
2 Hotspur Street, London 5811.

GAYAND LESBIAN
RIGHTS

Adrian Fulford, 14 Tooks Court,
Cursitor Street, London WC2.

HOUSING Edmund Jankowski, 25 Keppel
Road, London E6 2BD.

INTERNATIONAL ".iTfiJåï:?åf;înef;î'1ti,".,

LEGAL SERVICES Kate Marcus, 96 Chichele Road,
London NW2.
Rhys Vaughan, 382 Dickenson Road,
Longsight, Manchester M13 0WQ.

MENTAL HEALTH Andrew Buchan, 1 Dr Johnson's
Buildings, Temple, London EC4.

RACEAI\D
IMMIGRATION

Jane Ramsey, 49a Oakmead Road,
Balham, London SrvV12.

RECRUITMENT Ben Emmerson, 35 Wellington
Street, London WC2

\ryOMEN Barbara Cohen, 27 Churchill Road,
London NïV5 lAN.

Designed and typeset by: petra pryke, 36 Monmouth Road, London W2 4UT
Philip Armstrong, 60 Warwick Street, Oxford, OX4 1SX

Printed at: Aldgate press, g4b Whitechapel High Street, London E1
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PUBL
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IC MEETINGS

OGRAMME

T[ednesday llth May 1988
THE HOUSING BILL -ARETURN TO A
FREE II{ARKET IN RENITED HOUSING
Speakers: Bernard Crofton (local authority
Director of Housing), Heather .Iohnson (Private
Tenants' Federation), Clive Soley MP.

TVednesday 18th May 1988
\ryHOSE BODY IS IT?
WOMEN VS. DOCTORS AND I,AWYERS
Speakers: Norma Martin (Lecturer in Law)rAmrit
lVilson (author of Finding a Virice), Elizabeth
Woodcraft (Barrister)

All meetings at 7.15pm at the London School of
Economics, Houghton Street, London WC2
50p for non-members

MANCHESTER
BRANCH
The MANCHESTER BRANCH of the Haldane Society
meets on the 2nd rWednesday of every month at 6.30pm in
the Manchester Tbwn Hall, Albert Square, Manchester.
Contact the convenor Alison Cantor, 97 Claude Road,
Chorltonville, Manchester M21 2DE for further details. Tel:
(061) 881 4017 (evenings).

Meetings are open to all socialists involved in the law
whether members or not.

THE EMPL0YMEI{T LAW BUttETll¡ is a highly successful
quarterly journal published by the Employment Law Committee of
the Haldane Society. lt has a wide circulation among Trade Unions,
Trades Councils and labour lawyers. Each copy of the ELB costs
Ê1.00. lf you wish to subscribe, the annual rates (four issues) are

as follows:
1-4 subscriptions Ê5.00 per sub.
5-9 subscriptions Ê4.00 per sub.
10+ subscriptions Ê3.00 per sub.
All prices include postage.

Please send orders with payment to: Julian Webb, Flat 5, 13-15
Baring Road, London SE12.
(Cheques payable to Haldane Society.)

,WORKING TOGETHER TO END STRIP SEARCHING'
A NEW REPORT FROM

THE LONDON STRATEGIC POLICY UNIT
This report is a summary of the conference held on December 5th,
1987 -'WORKING TOGETHER TO END STRIP SEARCHING'

The report is free, but because of the demise of the LSPU the
report will be distributed by

Green Ink Books, 8 Archway Mall, London N19
For information on the campaigrr

_.UNITED CAMPAIGN AGAINST STRIP SEARCHING'_
set up to carry on the work begun at the conference, please

contact - Patrick Sikorski, SecrÈtaryÂJCASS,
c/o ALA, 36 OId Queen Street, London SW1.



Complete this form (Block capitals please) md return it to:
Bankim Thanki, 16, Abbotts Road, New Barnet, Herts. EN5 5DP
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MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATION FORM

STANDING ORDERS
MANDATE
Please cancel all previous stqnding orders to the Haldane Society of
Socialist Lawyers

Please transfer my account

A+

to the credit of the HALDANE SOCIETY OF SOCIALIST LAIVYERS
account No. 29214008 National Girobank, Bootle, Merseyside GlR 0AA
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The annual subscription rates are:
Law studentsþupils/articled clerks:
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Greater London workers or reeidents..
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f,20.00
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f30.00
f,10.00
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